Generalized S tewart Platform is the extended form of S tewart platform of parallel linkages, which is two rigid bodies connected with six constraints. The classification of direct kinematics to 3D3A generalized S tewart platform with equilateral triangle platforms based on symbolic computation is presented. The explicit conditions of the parameters for the generalized S tewart platforms to have a given number of real solutions are given while imposing three angular constraints and three distance constraints in sequence. The appropriate parameters can be selected according to the conditions of the parameters, such that the number of real solutions specified can be obtained.
INTRODUCTION
The Stewart platform is a parallel man ipulator consisting of two rigid bodies: a moving platfo rm, or simp ly a platform, and a base, where the base and the platform are connected with six extensible legs [1] . A large port ion of the work on Stewart platform is focused on the direct kinematics, i.e. determining the pose of the platform for a given set of lengths of the legs assuming that the position and orientation (pose) of the base are fixed. This problem is still not solved completely until now.
To find new and more practical parallel mechanisms for various purposes, the generalized Stewart p latform (abbr. GSP) consisting of two rigid bodies connected with six d istance and/or angular constraints between six pairs of points, lines and/or planes in the base and the platform respectively is introduced, which could be considered as the most general form of parallel manipulators with six degrees of freedo m [2] . Considering the types of six constraints imposed, there are 3850 types of GSPs totally [2] . In [2] , d irect kinemat ics to 3D3A GSP, i.e. the six constraints composed of three distance constraints (3D) and three angular constraints (3A), are studied with Wu-Ritt characteristic set method [3] . Because the distance constraint will not disrupt the angular constraint imposed previously [4] , three angular constraints and three distance constraints are imposed in sequence to find the closed form solutions to rotation matrix and translation matrix respectively, without considering the shapes of the platform and the base [2] . Fro m then on, several authors have studied the kinemat ic properties of GSPs proposed in [2] . For examp le, the 3850 GSPs are reduced to 195 GSPs by disregarding the planar joints based on two criterions [5] . In [6] , the strategies on direct kinematics to spatial GSP are discussed with graph theory based on the analysis of degrees of freedom of geometric primit ives and degrees of constraints, Wu-Ritt characteristic set method [3] and complete discrimination system for polynomials [7] , without considering the shapes of the platform and the base. For more research works related to spacial generalized Stewart platform, please refer to [5] .
To find new and more practical planar parallel mechanisms for various purposes, the planar generalized Stewart platform consisting of two rigid bodies connected by three distance and/or angular constraints between three pairs of points and/or lines in the p latform and the base is introduced [8] . There are 16 types of planar GSPs totally. In [9] , the classification of direct kinemat ics to these planar GSPs and the parameter conditions of obtaining real solutions to 16 types of planar GSPs are presented.
In this paper, we discuss the classification of direct kinemat ics to 3D3A generalized Stewart platform, considering the shapes of the moving platfo rm and the base. Both the moving platform and the base are equilateral triangle platforms. It is presented that the method of finding the explicit conditions of parameters for 3D3A generalized Stewart p latform to have a given nu mber of real solutions based on Wu-Ritt characteristic set method [3] and complete discrimination system for polynomials [7] .
II. CLASSIFICATION OF DIRECT KINEMATICS TO 3D3A
GENERALIZED STEWART PLATFORM [2] .
The pose of the platform of 3D3A GSP can be positioned in the two steps: imposing three angular constraints determine rotation matrix R firstly; imposing three angular constraints determine translation matrix T secondly.
Let the platform be equilateral triangle 
A. Imposing Angular Constraints
There are two types of angular constraints between two vectors: parallel constraint and non-parallel constraint. Parallel constraint consists of two scalar equations, while non-parallel constraint consists of one scalar equation. Hence, there are two ways to add three angular constraints: a parallel constraint and a non-parallel constraint, or three non-parallel constraints.
We take an example of imposing a parallel constraint between the platform and the base, and a non-parallel constraint between line 12 PP in the platform and line 13 BB in the base to demonstrate the method of classifying direct kinematics to 3D3A generalized Stewart platforms. Other cases can be classified in the similar way. The corresponding multivariate polynomials are shown as (1). (1) If
, characteristic sets (2) and (3) are obtained with Wu-Ritt characteristic set method [3] . 
=0 rr  . It is obviously that the number of real solutions to characteristic sets (2) and (3) 
(2) If
, there are four solutions to (1) , and the corresponding rotation matrixes are shown as follows. 
B. Imposing Distance Constaints
The platform can only do translational mot ion after removing three rotational degrees of freedom by imposing three angular constraints. Hence, the translation matrix can be obtained once the exact g lobal coordinate of o rig in of local coordinate in the platform can be confirmed by imposing three distance constraints. The pose of the platform can be positioned by rotating it according to rotation matrix and translating it according to translation matrix. A ll of the loci of the points that satisfy a distance constraint are called translational space after three rotational degrees of freedom are removed. The translational spaces of distance constraints are plane, sphere or cylinder assuming that three rotational degrees of freedo m are removed previously [2] . The problem of imposing three distance constraints can be classified into 10 cases according to the shape of the translational spaces [2] .
We take an example of imposing three distance constraint between points in the platform and the base to demonstrate the method of classifying direct kinematics to generalized Stewart platforms. Other cases can be classified in the similar way.
After imposing three angular and threes distance constraints, the global coordinates of points 1 (0, 0, 0) P , Let three distance constraints be
The corresponding equation systems are shown as (4). (5) can be obtained with Wu-Ritt characteristic set method [3] . [3] . Each of the characteristic sets is composed of two linear equations and one quadratic equation. Although each of the characteristic sets is similar as characteristic set (5), the main variab le of the quadratic equation is different fro m (5) . The number of real solutions to each characteristic set also depends on the discriminant of the quadratic equation.
III. EXAMPLE
A. Imposing Angular Constraints Three angular constraints are three non-parallel constraints between three pairs of lines in the plat form and the base, i.e. 16 8 5 0 tt  , characteristic set (7) can be obtained with Wu-Ritt characteristic set method. 
  According to the revised sign tables of discriminant sequence for a univariate polynomial of degree four [7] , the following conditions are obtained. IV. CONCLUSION The problem to classify direct kinemat ics to 3D3A generalized Stewart platform when both the platform and the base are equilateral triangles is studied in this paper. The experiment results indicate the effectiveness and practicability of the analytical method based on Wu-Ritt characteristic set method and the co mplete discrimination system for polynomials. Due to space constraints, only a few of them can be listed here. Other cases imposing three angle constraints and three distance constraints can be studied according to the similar method.
The research works of this paper have been implemented on the computer algebra system Maple. The software package includes interactive angular and d istance constraint parameter input, solving transfer matrix to position vertex coordinates of the platform, and graphic display the pose of the platform.
